The 2mm Scale Association
Part Ref 2-564A – BR Palbrick ‘B’ Diag 1/024
Part Ref 2-564B – BR Palbrick ‘C’ Diag 1/025
These kits represent two of the three types of Palbrick wagons introduced by BR in the mid 1950’s. Palbrick wagons
were designed for palletised brick traffic and had removable side panels to facilitate loading/unloading by forklift and
incorpoated a pallet tensioning system at one end to hold the load firm whilst in transit.
Diagram 1/024, lettered Palbrick ‘B’ were built in two lots at Ashford Works 1957-8 and totalled 200 wagons. They had
a wide body and ran on 10’ w/b 4-shoe vac fitted RCH style underframes. In 1967 some of these were converted into
diag 1/027 shell case wagons, and a further batch into Freightliner match wagons.
Diagram 1/025, lettered Palbrick ‘C’ were also built at Ashford Works in three lots 1959-61 and totalled some 400
wagons. These featured a narrow body and ran on 10’ w/b 8-shoe clasp vac fitted underframes fitted with roller bearing
axleboxes
To complete each body kit you will also require:
1 Length

0.3mm Dia Straight Nickel Silver or Brass Wire

Plus couplings, paint and transfers to choice.
Palbrick ‘B’ requires part ref S2-354 BR 10’ w/b 4-Shoe Vac Fitted RCH style U/Frame and associated fittings
Palbrick ‘C’ requires part ref S2-357 BR 10’ w/b 8-Shoe Clasp Vac Fitted U/Frame and associated fittings
The underframes are constructed as separate units and are provided with their own instructions. Do NOT fit buffers or
cosmetic buffer beams to u/frames. The u/frame and body are aligned and joined by the buffer shanks at a later stage.
The bodies have integral buffer beams.
Construction – ‘B’ & ‘C’ refers to body type to which instruction applies
1. B & C. Pre-tin with solder the rear of the planked floor unit whilst still attached to the etch, then remove. Keep the
etched slots clear of solder.
2. B & C. Again pre-tin the top surface (the opposite side to that with half etched fold lines) of the sub-floor unit, at the
same time pre-tinning the small components in the four cut-outs on both sides. Then remove the small components
and store safely Some of these components fold up to double thickness so make sure you don’t accidently cut the
half etched ‘hinge’ tabs – study the diagram to see how they work first!. Bend down buffer beams to 90°.
3. B & C. Pre-tin the mating surfaces of both the one piece body inner section and all four separate body outer section
overlays and remove from the fret. Clean off tags and any cusp to leave smooth edges.
4. B & C. Bend up the one piece body inner to shape, keeping the detail on the inside. The half etched fold lines aid
this process, but the ‘open’ end needs to be well supported during bending or may collapse and crease in the wrong
place. Do not solder up the corner joint yet.
5. B Only. Place the now formed inner body unit on your work surface, tabs uppermost and locate the planked floor
unit down onto the inner body ensuring all the tabs locate well into the slots. Take your time and ensure that good
all-round fit is achieved. Make sure the plank detail is on the underside away from you! Next place the sub-floor unit
into position over the planked floor unit and again align all the body tabs. Making sure all three components are
firmly pressed together and remain aligned, tack solder a tab location on each side and check fit and alignment all
round. If okay solder up all tab locations and around edges of the four sub-floor cut-outs. Solder-up the body corner
joint, end inside the side.
6. C Only. On the Palbrick ‘C’ the central body support brackets which you removed earlier need folding to double
thickness and sweating together. Spares are provided in case of loss. The main assembly sequence is complicated
here by having to locate these brackets through both the planked floor and sub-floor units at the same time, whilst
having to bring the inner body unit into position as well, otherwise as with the Palbrick ‘B’ above. Do not solder-up
the central body support brackets yet.
7. B & C. The four separate body outer section overlays are soldered into place next. Do the ends first and then the
sides. The sides should extend past the ends slightly. Make sure that alignment is 100% before committing with the
iron – use the cut-outs as a guide. Because you pre-tinned these items only a little solder from the top edges and
corners is necessary here – heat transfer will do the rest. Once the sides are located you can then solder-up the
central body support brackets. The six body-side cover strips are then pre-tinned and soldered into position on the
body side framing.
8. B & C. Pre-tin the eight triangular body end supports and remove from the fret in pairs, preserving the ‘hinge’ tabs.
Fold and align them, sweat together and clean up.
9. B & C. One at a time, locate the triangular end supports onto the body using the tab and slots provided. Some
fettling of the tabs may be necessary to get a perfect fit. Solder-up when happy. Prototypical capping strips are
provided for the sloping tops of the end supports. These are difficult to locate and hold for soldering and you may
elect to leave them off – the appearance of your finished wagon will not suffer unduly.
10. B & C. Fold up the pallet tensioning bar previously tinned and removed and align accurately, then sweat together.
Pre –tin the tensioning cross-girder on both faces and remove from fret. Ream out the holes in both pieces to take
0.3mm wire shafts (two on the ‘B’ and three on the ‘C’).

11. B & C. Assembly of the pallet tensioning bar & girder & screw shafts is best done with the aid of a simple
homemade jig. Take a small off-cut of ply or MDF and using the cross bar as a template drill two (B) or three (C)
holes to take 0.3mm wire to a depth of 4 - 5mm Cut three short lengths of wire (15mm is ample) and place into your
wooden jig. Thread the tensioning bar over the wires followed by the cross girder. Make sure you get them the
correct way up etc by checking the diagram. When happy with alignment solder up solid as one unit. Remove from
jig in one piece. Do not cut wires yet.
12. B & C. It is easier to thread this unit through the body if the wire shafts are each cut a little shorter than the previous
one. Thread into place from the inside and solder-up. Pre-tin screw hand-wheels, ream to clear 0.3mm wire and
one at a time remove from the fret. Thread onto wire shafts, locate between body end supports (refer to
photographs for position) and solder-up. Try and keep them all in line. When happy the excess wire can be nipped
off to length with a pair of small fine-point cutters.
13. B Only. The small body support gussets are now tabbed and soldered into the slots on the underside of the body
unit. There are cut-away gussets to clear the brake levers. Ensure you fit these well to the outer edge or they will
foul on the underframe solebars.
14. B & C. The body may now be offered up to the chassis. The body should be a good tight fit over the underframe. If
tight, a few file strokes on both the u/frame ends and the inside of the body buffer beams should ease things. You
can now join the body to the underframe using the buffer spigots as locators.
15. B & C. There are coupling hooks and backplates provided for detailing the buffer beam but be aware that these
may foul your coupling latches if using DG’s or BB’s. Vacuum pipe detail may be added using suitable gauge wire.
Useful References:
British Railways Wagons, the first half million (Don Rowland, D&C 1985) pages 25-27
An Illustrated History of BR Wagons, Vol 1 (Bartlett, Larkin et al, OPC, 1985) pages 68-69
Photographs can also be found in various softback BR wagon photo books by Bradford Barton, Cheona Publications
and Santona Publications.
BR Livery:
Brown Bauxite body & black underframe.
Suitable waterslide transfers can be made up by use of both Modelmaster and Fox ranges.
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This kit was funded by members’ special sponsorship appeal June 2002.
Etch Artwork & Diagram by Bob Jones 2002/3. Instructions & Notes by Edward Sissling 2003.

